
Foldable Game / Utility Cart
Part #2371

Unpacking and Assembly Instructions:
1. Lay carton flat on floor, cut packaging tape and unfold box.
2. Cut plastic ties securing the tires and wheels to the frame.
3. Slide tires and wheels (1) onto the axle (5) (make sure valve stems are out), and secure with cotter 

pin (9) add washers (14) if required to remove excess slack.

Preparing for First Use (Fig. 1):
1. Unfold frame (4) and slide the slide hitch (3) through the 2 short receiver tubes under cart (make sure 

that the slide hitch is being inserted correctly so that the holes line up with both receiver tubes).  Fix 
the slide hitch in place using a hitch pin (8) through the receiver tube located directly under the axle.  

2. Insert the adjustment hitch (2) into slide hitch.  Fix in place at one of the two rearward holes with a 
hitch pin through the forward receiver tube (these two holes allow for different tongue lengths to 
better fit your needs).

3. Slide ‘L’ hitch (6) between the fan plate brackets on the adjustment hitch, and decide which set holes 
will be best to use on your application in order to keep the cart level.  Secure in place with two 5/16-
18 x 2 ½ bolts (10) and 5/16-18 Nyloc nuts (13).

4. Attach swivel hitch (7) to the tow bar on your A.T.V. with 5/8-11 x 1 ½ bolt (11) and 5/8-11 Nyloc 
nut (12).

5. Hook unit to A.T.V. using hitch pin.  

To Fold and Store Cart (Fig.2):
1. Unhitch from A.T.V.
2. Remove two hitch pins and slide out adjustment hitch and slide hitch (allow the adjustment hitch to 

telescope into the slide hitch for storage).
3. Fold cart over, and use the two tabs on the frame to hold the hitch tubes with the hitch pins.  
4. Now the cart is much easier to store or carry on the rear rack of you’re A.T.V.

Notes:
1. Do not pull 500 lbs. Over 10 mph.
2. Tires are sealant filled.
3. Balance loads over axle as much as possible.
4. Do not carry passengers.
5. Secure loads with straps or ropes before moving.

Note: Check all nuts and bolts occasionally for tightness, and re-tighten as needed

Thank you for purchasing this quality A.T.V. accessory.  We are confident that it will provide you with 
years of trouble free service. 
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Item # Description Part #
1 Tire/Wheel Assy-Game Skid 2367
2 Hitch Weldment 2370TK
3 Hitch Guide 2360TK
4 Frame Half W/ Axle 2368TK
5 Game Skid Axle 2366
6 L Hitch H1TK
7 Hitch Swivel H10TK
8 Safety Hitch Pin H11
9 1/8 X 1 Cotter Pin NB126
10 5/16-18 X 2 1/2 HCC GR5 ZP NB138
11 5/8-11 X 1 1/2 HCC GR5 ZP NB145Z
12 5/8-11 Nylok Nut NB561
13 5/16-18 Nylock Nut NB181
14 13/16 X 1 1/4 X 1/8 Washer NB195
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